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PLAN
Situation 

Now consider what you need/are being asked to do. Try and simplify
this as much as possible and draw it down into a single sentence.

Sometimes it’s best not consider why we are doing something but if you
can, do. This can be helpful if the task needs to change down the line

and you need to make decisions regarding those changes. Helps you totake a bit of initiative.

Task

This is arguably the most important stage. However, using simple methods and a little bit of
practise, planning can be done to the detailed required quickly, effectively and easily. If you have a
good plan and brief your team properly the “doing” phase will be just you watching success unfold.

It is important to note that each of these points should be tailored for the task in hand. Don’t
overdo it unnecessarily but also don’t underdo it and accept too many risks.

First consider the environment you are in. Who are you? Are you part of an

organisation? If so, what are their goals? Is this task part of something much

larger? Who are you accountable to? Is the situation likely to change at any

point? If so, how? If you can, write this down so you can brief your team later.

What have you got to help you complete the task? What physical things doyou have? Computers, phones, radios, planks of wood, rope etc. Also, whatresources in terms of people do you have at your disposal? How many?What specialist skills do they have? It’s also good to start identifyingstrengths and weaknesses, in terms of resources, at this point.

Resources

First draw out all the simple limitations. Is there a line you have beentold not to cross? Are there certain things you have been told youcannot do? What are the limitations of your surroundings? Are thereany cliffs or other hazards that you need to be aware of? Nowconsider your own and your teams’ limitations. Are thereweaknesses in your team you need to monitor? Don’t dwell on thistoo much, be aware of weaknesses, however, also keep in mind thatpeople can surprise you and go beyond their limits.

Limitations



Detailed Plan
Now go through and decide exactly how you are going to go aboutcompleting this task. How you do this will very much depend on yoursituation. They say you can never be too well planned and to a certainextent that is true but just make sure you don’t put all your eggs in onebasket and rely too heavily on one plan; it’s best to have plenty of backupplans rather than one very heavily planned plan. This is arguably the most important stage. Making sure you are prepared

for things to change or go wrong is essential and is a good sign of a well

thought out plan. Don’t be afraid of using up resources to create/put into

action backup plans, even if you don’t need to use them they are never

wasted resources.

Backup Plans

Are there any team members who you could give control of particular tasks

to? Or could you do with a second in command to look after the small things

for you while you are leading? If you are worried about giving up control

then all you need to do is set limits for the people under you in which to

operate. Don’t over constrain things but set them points that if they reach

they need to come and ask you for permission to proceed. The more room

you give people to move the more you will be able to step back and see the

bigger picture, however, too far and you will stop leading them entirely.

Roles

Summary
It’s important after you’ve finished planning that you bringeverything together and look to simplify. If you have time tryquickly rewriting your plans out using the heads above and writebullet points for each part, this will help you when you come tobrief your team.



DOOk, so you’ve just finished planning and now your team is assembling to start the task in hand.
Nervous moment, right? If you have gone through all the stages and have the detail you need you

can relax as the hard work is arguably already done.

Briefing
The first thing you will need to do is to tell your team what your plans are.

This includes giving them some background information about the

situation. Again, each task will be different but when you look at a briefing

you should only be giving your team information they need to know. Often

your team won’t need to know the bigger picture and they rarely want to

hear about what their limitations are. 
 

It’s good to start by reminding them of the situation they are in. Where are

they? Who are they working with? Why are they here? Then next tell them

the task you must complete in the simplest way possible. What is the goal?

What is the point? Next go over the resources they have available and make

clear any limitations. Now you can give them the detailed plan in whatever

format you see fit but remember only tell them what they need to know. Be

sure to also tell them about your backup plans and if you have given any of

them specific roles. Finally ask if they have any questions and clarify if any

questions arise. The key here is not to start the task before you can tell that

everyone is clear on what they have to do. They don’t necessarily need to be

happy about it but they need to be clear. If you can give them a copy of your

notes or get them to write their own that will also help. Be aware that if

members are struggling you may need to repeat entire briefings again.

Now everyone is clear and ready to go, start getting on with it. Ifyou have appointed people to specific roles then just simply sitback and watch them get on with it. If people don’t get to it orlook unsure of what they are doing, do not be afraid to get themback and brief them again or get your second in command to do
some motivating.

Initiating



Be sure to get regular check-ups on progress as you require but make sureyou now step back. Look to see if things are starting to get off plan andthink about your backup plans, in case you need to change anythingquickly. Do not get drawn into getting to involved or worrying aboutdetails, you need to be able to maintain a good view of everything so youare best placed to make decisions. The big thing people do is changingthings when there is nothing wrong, if things are going well, leave them be.

Monitoring

Making Changes
If something does affect your task and you need to change plans or re-

evaluate things then you need to consider carefully how you make the

necessary changes. If you are moving to a backup plan then your team have

already been briefed and you just need to make sure everyone is clear you

are now moving to a backup plan. If more drastic change is required, first

consider if you need to stop everyone doing what they are doing, then sit

down and come up with a new plan, re-brief your new plan and get going

again. Dead easy.



Review
This isn’t just about thinking what went wrong after you have finished atask but more about what you could do better during a task. As a leader youstep back from the task and so can consider how things are going. Feel freeto try and find things that could be improved and make small changesthroughout your lead. However, if you want to make big changes you mayneed to stop and completely re-brief your whole team. If stopping and re-briefing will in the end have a negative impact, then maybe considerleaving your improvement for another future task.

During
After you have completed a task you need to thoroughly review it.

Reviewing things on our own will only get us so far, we need to

ask other people what they think. Sometimes it’s tricky letting team

members criticise us but do this as far as you possibly can. Maybe get

someone separate from your team just to watch the task and see if

they can find points for improvement. You must be completely open

to the criticism they give you, do not argue with them. Also, try and

take on their point of view and actually hear what they are telling

you. No one is perfect and we all have points for improvement so

never write off anyone else’s constructive criticism. The key to

becoming the best leader you can be is in listening to what other

people are telling you, learning from what they have to say and

striving to improve yourself.

After

It is essential to look at the details of how a task went and
analyse it carefully so we can learn from our mistakes. If we

want to improve and become good leaders we must
challenge ourselves. Too many leaders start off in the wrong

mindset and refuse to change, don’t be one of them.


